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QuickBooks 2009 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Got a business to run? QuickBooks makes small-business accounting easier, and QuickBooks 2009 For Dummies shows you how! Bookkeeping may not be your favorite part of running a small business, so learning to use QuickBooks might pay off in more ways than one.
    QuickBooks helps you keep financial records, prepare invoices and record...
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Manufacturing Advantage: War, the State, and the Origins of American Industry, 1776–1848 (Studies in Early American Economy and Society from the Library Company of Philadelphia)The Johns Hopkins University, 2019

	
		How manufacturing textiles and guns transformed the United States from colonial dependent to military power.

	
		In 1783, the Revolutionary War drew to a close, but America was still threatened by enemies at home and abroad. The emerging nation faced tax rebellions, Indian warfare, and hostilities with France and...
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Tax Strategies for the Small Business Owner: Reduce Your Taxes and Fatten Your ProfitsApress, 2013

	Tax Strategies for the Small Business Owner: Reduce Your Taxes and Fatten Your Profits  will help the small business owner increase profits while feeling more comfortable dealing with taxes. It begins by looking at the often overlooked critical decision small business owners face when they start a business: the choice of...
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Inspectors and Enforcement at the Front Line of GovernmentPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the social dynamics of the interaction between inspectors and their inspectees in the public sector. Government inspectors have a crucial role in enforcing rules and standards. The role of inspectors has changed. Their task is no longer to merely inspect and enforce, but also to educate, to negotiate, and to make compromises....
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Oracle E-Business Suite 12 Financials CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Oracle E-Business Suite 12 Financials is a solution that provides out-of-the-box features to meet global financial reporting and tax requirements with one accounting, tax, banking, and payments model, and makes it easy to operate shared services across businesses and regions. You may have read what EBS Financials does, but with this book on...
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Rattiner's Review for the CFP Certification Examination, Fast Track Study GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A CFP® Study Guide that delivers what you need to succeed!
   This quick study guide for candidates preparing to take the CFP® Certification Examination covers the bare-bones essentials needed to pass this challenging exam in a logical and easy-to-absorb manner. Covering some of the most important disciplines of...
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QuickBooks 2014 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Take control of the books and keep your finances in the black with QuickBooks and For Dummies


	With over four million of his books in print, CPA and perennial bestselling For Dummies author Stephen L. Nelson knows how to make QuickBooks and basic accounting easy for the rest of us. Small business owners,...
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QuickBooks 2006 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Make daily, monthly, and occasional financial chores a whole lot easier!     

QuickBooks makes managing your business finances a lot less painful, so you can concentrate on what you do best. This friendly book makes using QuickBooks simple too! You'll find out how to set up QuickBooks for your business and use it to prepare invoices,...
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Enhanced Occupational Outlook HandbookJIST Works, 2004
This book presents reliable and useful information about occupations in a way not available in the past. Its concept is simple: It allows you to identify major jobs of interest and then read details about those jobs and the many more-specialized jobs related to them.

This edition of the Enhanced...
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Prototyping with Visual BasicQue, 2001
This book shows readers how to use Visual Basic to gain the benefits of prototyping: reduced cost, reduced time and more importantly, reduced risk while building complex applications.
The techniques and examples described will give the reader new tools for building applications.     

       About the Author
...
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Finance for Academics: A Guide to Investment for Income (SpringerBriefs in Finance)Springer, 2012

	The purpose of this book is to provide a hands-on guide to finance and investment for academics with an objective of providing strategies to maximize income, minimize fees, and legally minimize taxes. There are many risks in finance and investment such as stock market crashes, inflation, corruption, fees and interest rates. This book stresses...
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QuickBooks Online For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	The fast and easy way to manage the books with QuickBooks Online


	Searching for a cloud-based accounting solution for your small business? Use this guide to master the fundamentals of QuickBooks Online—the world's most popular software for fast and easy mobile accounting! Inside, you'll find hands-on, practical...
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